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GaAs pHEMT switches for wireless 
P/&red - lnfineon’s new +3V GaAs pHEMT switches 
Idneon Technologies (Munich, 
Germany) has launched three 
+3V GaAs pHEMT switches - 
the CSH2 10 (standard logic) 
and CSH2 10R (reverse logic) 
general-purpose SPDT (Single 
Pole Double Throw) switches 
and the CSH210P (a higher- 
power version of the CSH210) 
- all for current and next-gener- 
ation multi-band mobile phones, 
WLAN and Bluetooth products 
(while minimizing board space 
and reducing cost). 
GaAs pHEMT switches can be 
used for transmit&celve antenna 
switching, filter band selection, 
and LO switching.They can be 
combined with duplexers and 
SAW filters to create front-end 
modules that are smaller and 
consume less than 1% of the 
current compared to PIN diode- 
based alternatives. 
All InBneon pHEMT switches 
can be biased using only positive 
control voltages and do not need 
an external reference voltage. 
Infineon plans to develop an 
entire product line of pHEMT 
switches to support GSM and 
3G applications. 
Broadband downconverter 
with dual synthesizer for 
CATV, video 
Complementing its PicoTuner 
line, ANAIXGICS Inc (Warren, 
NJ, USA) is sampling the 
single-supply (+5V) ACD2202, 
which uses both GaAs 
and CMOS technology to 
integrate a broadband down- 
converter with a dual synthe- 
sizer IC for customized CATS, 
television and video applica- 
tions such as set-top boxes, 
CATV tuners, and cable 
modems. 
“Our PicoTuner integrated 
tuner products facilitate the 
design process, enabling 
manufacturers to bring full- 
featured products to the mar- 
ket quickly, and our compo- 
nent KS (such as the new 
ACD2202) offer performance 
and flexibility to those cus- 
tomers who require cus- 
tomized solutions.” 
For the design of doublecon- 
version tuners, it integrates 
Ron Michels, vp of Cable a low-noise amplifier, a bal- 
and Broadcast Products says anced mixer, active circuits 
for a local oscillator, and a dual 
synthesizer into one surface- 
mount package, decreasing 
the number of external 
components required and 
reducing the cost and com- 
plexity of the tuner. 
The double-conversion archi- 
tecture eliminates the need for 
production alignment and pro- 
vides a flat gain response that 
lets cable operators determine 
their quality of service 
and monitor their systems 
remotely. 
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